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1

Please answer the following

1.1

The live laser surgery sessions was informative and worthwhile.

1.1.a

The live laser surgery sessions was informative and worthwhile.

4 (66.7%)

Strongly Agree
Agree

1 (16.7%)

Disagree

1 (16.7%)

Strongly Disagree

1.1.b

0

The live laser surgery sessions was informative and worthwhile. - If you answered Strongly Disagree or Disagree
please provide further information so we can improve the delegate experience
Showing 1 response
Great sessions!
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1.2

The live video link session was informative and worthwhile.

1.2.a

The live video link session was informative and worthwhile.

3 (50%)

Strongly Agree
1 (16.7%)

Agree

2 (33.3%)

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

0
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1.2.b

The live video link session was informative and worthwhile. - If you answered Strongly Disagree or Disagree
please provide further information so we can improve the delegate experience
Showing 1 response
Difficult to hear both the pre recorded video, as well as the live -surgery video link

1.3

The lectures and discussions were informative and worthwhile.

1.3.a

The lectures and discussions were informative and worthwhile.
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4 (66.7%)

Strongly Agree
2 (33.3%)

Agree

1.3.b

Disagree

0

Strongly Disagree

0

The lectures and discussions were informative and worthwhile. - If you answered Strongly Disagree or Disagree
please provide further information so we can improve the delegate experience
Showing 1 response
Great sessions!

193405-193398-16772098

1.4

The Endoscopic stapling of the pharyngeal pouch was informative and worthwhile.

1.4.a

The Endoscopic stapling of the pharyngeal pouch was informative and worthwhile.

Strongly Agree

4 (66.7%)

Agree

1.4.b

2 (33.3%)

Disagree

0

Strongly Disagree

0

The Endoscopic stapling of the pharyngeal pouch was informative and worthwhile. - If you answered Strongly
Disagree or Disagree please provide further information so we can improve the delegate experience
No responses
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1.5

I benefited greatly from the discussions during the course with the sponsors.

1.5.a

I benefited greatly from the discussions during the course with the sponsors.

Strongly Agree

3 (50%)

Agree

2 (33.3%)

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

1.5.b

1 (16.7%)
0

I benefited greatly from the discussions during the course with the sponsors. - If you answered Strongly Disagree
or Disagree please provide further information so we can improve the delegate experience
Showing 1 response
I benefited little
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1.6

The Thiel Cadavers provided a realistic simulation of surgery's performed.

1.6.a

The Thiel Cadavers provided a realistic simulation of surgery's performed.

1.6.b

Strongly Agree

3 (50%)

Agree

3 (50%)

Disagree

0

Strongly Disagree

0

The Thiel Cadavers provided a realistic simulation of surgery's performed. - If you answered Strongly Disagree or
Disagree please provide further information so we can improve the delegate experience
Showing 1 response
Great sessions!

193405-193398-16772098

ADMINISTRATION
2

Please respond to the following statements.
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2.1

The online booking process was simple and effective.

2.1.a

The online booking process was simple and effective.

6 (100%)

STRONGLY AGREE

2.1.b

AGREE

0

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0

The online booking process was simple and effective. - If you answered Disagree or Strongly Disagree please
provide more information so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

2.2

Once in the hospital the Cuschieri Skills Centre was easy to find.

2.2.a

Once in the hospital the Cuschieri Skills Centre was easy to find.

2.2.b

STRONGLY AGREE

3 (50%)

AGREE

3 (50%)

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0

Once in the hospital the Cuschieri Skills Centre was easy to find. - If you answered Disagree or Strongly Disagree
please provide more information so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

2.3

The admin support at registration was friendly and professional.

2.3.a

The admin support at registration was friendly and professional.
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6 (100%)

STRONGLY AGREE

2.3.b

AGREE

0

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0

The admin support at registration was friendly and professional. - If you answered Disagree or Strongly Disagree
please provide more information so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

VENUE
3

Please respond to the following statements.

3.1

The venue provided an excellent learning environment.

3.1.a

The venue provided an excellent learning environment.

STRONGLY AGREE

4 (66.7%)

AGREE

3.1.b

2 (33.3%)

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0

The venue provided an excellent learning environment. - If you answered Disagree or Strongly Disagree please
provide more information so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

3.2

The Audio Visual equipment used for the presentations was of a high standard.

3.2.a

The Audio Visual equipment used for the presentations was of a high standard.
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4 (66.7%)

STRONGLY AGREE
2 (33.3%)

AGREE

3.2.b

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0

The Audio Visual equipment used for the presentations was of a high standard. - If you answered Disagree or
Strongly Disagree please provide more information so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

PRACTICALS
4

Please respond to the following statements.

4.1

The assistance provided by the lab staff was very professional.

4.1.a

The assistance provided by the lab staff was very professional.

4.1.b

STRONGLY AGREE

3 (50%)

AGREE

3 (50%)

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0

The assistance provided by the lab staff was very professional. - If you answered Disagree or Strongly Disagree
please give more details so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

4.2

The models provided allowed for an excellent simulation of the skill being practised.

4.2.a

The models provided allowed for an excellent simulation of the skill being practised.
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4 (66.7%)

STRONGLY AGREE
2 (33.3%)

AGREE

4.2.b

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0

The models provided allowed for an excellent simulation of the skill being practised. - If you answered Disagree or
Strongly Disagree please give more details so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

4.3

The equipment provided was of a high standard.

4.3.a

The equipment provided was of a high standard.

4 (66.7%)

STRONGLY AGREE
2 (33.3%)

AGREE

4.3.b

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0

The equipment provided was of a high standard. - If you answered Disagree or Strongly Disagree please give
more details so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

OVERVIEW
5

Please respond to the following statements.

5.1

The stated learning outcomes were fully met

5.1.a

The stated learning outcomes were fully met
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5.1.b

STRONGLY AGREE

3 (50%)

AGREE

3 (50%)

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0

The stated learning outcomes were fully met - If you answered Disagree or Strongly Disagree please provide
more information so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

6

Please respond to the following statements.

6.1

I would score the course as excellent overall.

6.1.a

I would score the course as excellent overall.

6.1.b

STRONGLY AGREE

3 (50%)

AGREE

3 (50%)

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0

I would score the course as excellent overall. - If you answered Disagree or Strongly Disagree please provide
more information so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

6.2

I would recommend the course to colleagues.

6.2.a

I would recommend the course to colleagues.

STRONGLY AGREE

3 (50%)

AGREE

3 (50%)

DISAGREE

0

STRONGLY DISAGREE

0
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6.2.b

I would recommend the course to colleagues. - If you answered Disagree or Strongly Disagree please provide
more information so we can improve the delegate experience.
No responses

7

Will you make any changes to your working practice?

6 (100%)

YES
NO

7.a

0

Please give brief reasons:Showing all 4 responses

8

Excellent course! Stimulating! Fantastic faculty!

193405-193398-16772098

The course provided me with new ideas I would like incorporate to our practice.

193405-193398-16773999

More confident with the laser and managing patients

193405-193398-16801278

Increased understanding and confidence in laser use.
Tips on carrying out in office laryngology procedures

193405-193398-16812647

What was the most important thing you learned from this event?
Showing all 5 responses

9

TNO

193405-193398-16772098

connection between snoring and voice disorders :)

193405-193398-16773999

Safety and use of laser in various pharyngeal and laryngeal conditions

193405-193398-16794794

TNO and laser safety

193405-193398-16801278

Tips for carrying out in-office laryngology procedures.

193405-193398-16812647

Please comment on up to three aspects of the course that you particularly liked.
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Showing all 6 responses

10

Excellent course! Stimulating! Fantastic faculty!

193405-193398-16772098

- faculty - prosesional and friendly
- discussions
- meeting other specialists

193405-193398-16773999

- hands on
- excellent faculty
- good facilities

193405-193398-16794794

Nice mix of pratical and lectures. Very good faculty

193405-193398-16801278

Mr Karagama's talks were the best and he should be invited again.

193405-193398-16812647

The teaching faculty members, especially visting faculty such as Mr Kaegama, Mr Sandhu, Mr
Walton and Mr Tatla. Very good teachers.

193405-193398-17063370

Please comment on up to three aspects of the course that you feel need improvement.
Showing all 3 responses

11

- some instruments in lab did not work properly (microscope, suction...)
- there were to many thinks addressed - sometimes less is more :)
- it was mixed "basic" and advanced "course" - some part could be too "easy" for more
experienced specialists

193405-193398-16773999

Dr Belafsky talk was placed at the wrong time of the day so most people were falling asleep.
Talks should be in the morning session, practicals in the afternoon especially on the last day
when people are tired.

193405-193398-16812647

It's quite a lot of aims for two days, and I got the impression that those who came for hands
on laryngeal laser we disappointed, and those that came for hands-on pharyngeal practice
were disappointed. Maybe divde the Laser use and laryngeal surgery from Laser use and
pharyngeal surgery.

193405-193398-17063370

Please suggest further courses that Cuschieri Skills Centre could develop for your specialty.
Showing 1 response
rhinoplasty?

12

193405-193398-16773999

Additional Comments.
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Showing all 3 responses
Fantastic course! Excellent faculty! Everyone was approachable and a great trainer, so this
provided an excellent environment to learn.

193405-193398-16772098

thanks a lot, you provided me with new informations, inspirations and ideas how to improve
my practice

193405-193398-16773999

Thank you to an excellent faculty and excellent support staff.

193405-193398-17063370
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